Beautiful tropics with terrible winds
Part 5 Final. Back home – and comfortable
Approximately by noon bad thoughts began to creep in. Something happened. And that the food at me has
ended this morning, and in a stock only 10 broth cubes, third of a bar of chocolate and 1.5 liters of water ...
It became somewhat uncomfortable, and the island was no longer happy me...
The look increasingly fell on the life jacket and marine transceiver given to me for communication with the
ship, but I just did not want to pull people like that.

To somehow entertain, I began to recall funny stories from the already-completed (I hope) activation.
As during of Japanese Contest on the weekend, I was chased by bands. At first everything was decent sometimes asked, or even demanded to provide a control number. NO TEST - and no problems. But then it
started - on 14.039 I was asked to do QSY - because of JIDXC. Moved above and below - it seems the same
restless person with a loud signal set his goal to push me out. It was difficult for me to compete with him,
and there's nothing for it. I had to go to the DX-window.

But then everything happened again, and I had to jump on frequencies on 40 m as a hare. I do not know the same pursuer or not - but again I had to go to the DX-window in the beginning of the band.
I remembered how several stations on different days were called non-stop, without letting themselves
listen to anything at all. And what is most interesting - they continued to call in the same regime even after
the exchange of reports and the farewell "73" did happen.
I remembered trying to put a mast under the wind, watering the entire neighborhood around with a loud
and refined (I hope) verbal flow - which helped little, but maintained fury.
I remembered how I talked to the birds that had bitten the shoulder of the dipole - expressively, explaining
how, when, in what order and what exactly I would do to them...
From boredom I tried to bite a dry bouillon cube. The experience, of course, is interesting and useful. But
I'm not likely to repeat it again.
Everything ever ends, and falling into the water once again about 1 pm - I saw the much-anticipated Big Cat
behind the reefs.

It became somehow easier, and a desire appeared for the last time to walk around the island, to which I
hardly would get again. Life went on as usual, hundreds of years before me, and how it will be after my
departure.

Birds were conducted their endless conversations, the chicks hatch and grow.

Without haste, they followed me suspiciously with glances, saying: "Well, when will you leave already?"

Even the tiny hermit crab had the same attitude - "Well, how are you already fed up with your fun". He no
longer wanted to play and laugh, and he waited humbly.

At about 2 pm, an inflatable boat passed through the ring of reefs and buried itself in the beach. I imagined
how all my belongings and I will be taken out on it and shuddered. This will require 3-4 trips.
But everything turned out to be easier - they just decided to warn me that the time of departure is 3 pm and
they will come to pick up by bigger boat. Short jogging of 2 crew members around the island, fast picking up
souvenirs - and I'm alone again. But now almost winged and quiet.
Slowly knocked down the mast, collected all the ropes and stakes, but did not touch the tent until the last - I
really did not want to get burnt, and it was just hot.
Already 3 pm, there is no boat, and the very low tide is coming - the water has gone so far that a strip of the
bottom has been barely exposed at a distance of 40-50 meters from the shore. But the ship's crew knows
their business, and at 4 pm, when the water again began to arrive, 2 big motorboats appeared.
I immediately began to collect the last thing that still remained unpacked - a table and a chair in the tent.
The tent itself was dismantled without much pity. Unfortunately, it was already garbage, unsuitable for
further use. But it was necessary to take everything from the island – it has enough garbage already, that is
brought by the waves.
Fast loading - again to the waist in the water - and, clinging to the side of the boat with both hands, I take a
look at my temporary shelter, saying goodbye. First we go slowly, neatly making our way through the
narrow passage in the reefs, then a short transition to the ship - that's all.
I was greeted with joyful shouts from the boat - and now the return to civilization took place, I'm on board
the Big Cat.

Faster to the shower - what a bloody pleasant invention - a shower with hot water! Fragrant with shampoo
and feeling extraordinary lightness, I have time just for the next snack - mmm .... the cook just surpassed
himself, offering croutons with fresh fish, fish in batter and shrimp ... and even cold beer ...
After that till darkness set I sat on the upper deck, watching the preparations for the departure. All the
boats were washed, raised on board and fixed.
We had to start on the way back from the minute to the minute ... but somehow stood still.

At that moment, one of the crew members found me in my hiding place and said sternly: "Andy, I have a job
for you." It was not like a joke and we went to Big Cat's bow.
There were already crowded by all - one of the anglers was kneeling and evenly twirled something. Actually,
no one explained anything to me, but judging by what I saw, the engine pulling out the anchor rope was out
of order and the only way to raise the anchor was bare hands.

Gambly, in turn each in the best of his power helped this. My turn also came. I will not say that I was better
than everyone else, or at least in the middle - but helped than I could. It was not very easy after a week's
sitting without moving.
As in a joke "The wife asks her husband to kill a mosquito flying around the kitchen.
The husband goes to the kitchen. From there you can hear the sound of broken dishes, the crunch of broken
furniture. After a while, a husband appears, wiping sweat from his forehead.
"Well, did you kill him, darling ?"
- Kill, kill… No, I didn’t , but his health is not the same anymore... "
All this was accompanied by competition, jokes and only then I suspected something was amiss. The
achievements of each in terms of the number of turns and the length of the rope were recorded in a table,
drawn in a notebook, which was clearly not used for the first time.
Finally, there were 3 meters left for chanting ... 2 meters ... meter ... and the anchor was raised from a
depth of 60 meters. Noting this event with good sips of beer, everyone went to dinner. I did not ask - but I
still have the impression that it was just a tradition. A good sea tradition finalizing the tour ...

Dinner - well, as usual. Delicious. A lot of. And as cherry on the cake - a surprise from the chef - delicious ice
cream with fruit, syrup and biscuit.

Then - in any case, for me - a very deep sleep until the morning ... Now it's not at all on the couch in the
cabin, but right where in the right gondola of the Big Cat catamaran, below the water level. Coolness,
comfort, comfort ...
And the morning continued to
please with the utter calm ... and
a fresh hot big croissant with
cheese, ham and tomato.

Of course, this kind of weather could not just be missed by the anglers onboard, and they started trolling that is, as far as I understand, fishing on the go. I, as a spectator, took the feasible part.

After a short photo session, the fish was released into the sea. And so it lasted almost all day.

By the evening I almost returned to civilization - both physically and morally.

Late at night - around 1 am, noticeably earlier than my calculations - the lights of Bundaberg appeared. As it
turned out, we spent about 27 hours to get from Bundaberg to Cato Reef, and only 20 on the way back.
Blame - headwind, high swells and counter current (yes!) on the way there, and the calm and passing
current on the way back.
Farewell party at the stern, coincided with the birthday of one of the crew members, the exchange of
fishing and life stories - and everyone went to sleep. In the morning the anglers were waiting for the way
home, for some are even longer than mine. And the crew was waiting for cleaning, cleaning and bringing
each corner of the vessel clean and tidy. I could not sleep, and I wandered alone through the nocturnal pier.
At 8.30 am a pre-booked minibus came in, all the boxes were loaded. This was followed by a throw to a local
courier company, where a box with a generator and a box with heavy things were left for delivery to
Adelaide - and again, Bundaberg airport.
3 hours of waiting in an empty hall when I talked to the video team operator, returning - surprise - also to
Adelaide by the same flight. He even on the tour pleased me with a greeting in Russian.

But more than that - as I already mentioned, he also lives in Adelaide. He has a wife from Ukraine, like me.
And moreover - she is also from Odessa! But the names did not match ... 

It was hot, we wanted to drink heavily, but there was nowhere to buy water (as it turned out, we both were
not looking there). As a free option it was here such a drinking fountain, carefully made for children and
adults.

But the adventure did not let me go until the end. The flight from Bundaberg to Brisbane was delayed; just
the plane from Brisbane did not arrive. The reason is a very strong thunderstorm there. I had 40 minutes to
change the flight to Adelaide. But this time rapidly declined, threatening to pour into the problem.
The plane came soon. After 40 minutes of flight, we landed in Brisbane, before flying off to Adelaide in 15
minutes. Already having reconciled to the fact that I will have to come back to airport next day to pick up
my luggage, we run through some service doors (thank you so much for the airport staff!) And succeed the
last. I sat down in a chair - and the plane started to take off.
In Adelaide, just in case, I went to the luggage conveyor and got my bags! Incredible! How ?
Well and further - a taxi, joyful meeting with Larissa, I’m at home finally.
Another page is turned upside down, I hope, not the last one. New pages are waiting. It remains only to
move a finger - and "Islands, islands, where the green grass ..."
And as a conclusion.
I am very, wholeheartedly grateful to those who helped to come true to what has come true.
Renee Bowling, Senior Marine Parks Officer, Parks Australia - for help in obtaining permission and
information about the soon-changing status of Cato Reef.
Big Cat Reality crew and personally James McVeigh, The Captain - for support, hospitality, help and
security. I have not felt so comfortable in any of the previous adventures.
German DX Foundation (GDXF) - for generous financial support, and personally Frank Rosenkranz DL4KQ
for help in resolving some issues.
RSGB DX Fund - for generous financial support
Island Radio Expedition Foundation (IREF) - for generous financial support, and personally Mike Crownover
AD5A for help in resolving some issues.
CDXC, The UK DX Foundation - for generous financial support, and personally Chris Duckling G3SVL for help
in resolving some issues.
And of course, what I would do without your help - those who helped me restore the setup after OC-267,
who helped financially before the expedition and after it. Often - even knowing that there is practically no
chance for SSB QSO. Unfortunately, I cannot list here everyone – it would take whole page. But here is
http://vk5mav.wixsite.com/dxpedition/sponsorship - all those who supported the expedition are listed. I
take off my hat. All of you were members of the team and I proud of it.

And of course – to Larysa, with all my love and gratitude, who wasn’t just tolerant,
but wholeheartedly supporting this madness. Thank you, my love, my darling !

